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LU-aroo a success despite weather and cancellation

John Mark Nelson performed on the Quad last Saturday at LU-aroo.
Photo by Sadie Tenpas

Ethnic studies department hosts
talk on future of the discipline
Nicole Mitchell
Staff Writer

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

Nobody chanted “Black lives
matter!” or raised a picket sign
in protest, but the atmosphere
in Main Hall 201 still had the
electric quality of a rally on the
evening of Wednesday, May 20.
A crowd of around 40 students
and faculty had gathered to hear
Department Head and Professor
of Ethnic Studies at Mills College
in California Julia Chinyere Oparah
deliver a guest lecture titled “From
Third World Strike to Research
Justice: Ethnic Studies and the
Transformation of U.S. Higher
Education.” The talk covered the
beginnings of ethnic studies as an
academic discipline that evolved
alongside the social justice movements of the ‘60s and ‘70s. It then
addressed the challenges and
conflicts found within the discipline today. Oparah stressed that,
“Ethnic studies is not just a class
or a series of classes, or a minor or
a major […] but a critical intellectual home on campus for all those
who are interested in thinking
critically about questions of race,
racism, colonialism and organizing.”
Professor Oparah’s lecture
highlighted the fact that in ethnic
studies, there is a unique opportunity to bridge the gap between

academia and activism, something
that attracts many student activists to the discipline. Ethnic studies minor and junior Cheyenne
Van Dyke is also the Vice President
of All Is One! Empowering Young
Women of Color. Van Dyke said
that Professor Oparah’s lecture
got her “really excited for the
future of ethnic studies here at
Lawrence.” She found the idea
that students can affect change on
their campuses not just through
co-curricular activities, but also
through academics, “powerful.”
This sentiment was echoed
by freshman Sabrina Conteh, who
says, “social justice is a part of my
life, and I see ethnic studies as
an academic embodiment of that
work.” Though Conteh is currently undeclared, she said that she
would definitely consider taking
ethnic studies classes or possibly
minoring in the discipline after
listening to Oparah’s lecture.
Soon, students like Conteh
may be able to do more than
that. Professor Oparah’s visit—
which was brought about thanks
to a dedicated group of professors who wrote a grant to sponsor her trip—comes at an exciting time for ethnic studies at
Lawrence University. The university does not currently have an

See page 2

Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Memorial Day weekend,
the eighth annual LU-aroo filled
the Lawrence campus with live
music. The two-day long music
event took place on the grassy
Quad on Saturday, May 23, but
due to inclement weather, the
festivities were moved inside the
Warch Campus Center on Sunday.
LU-aroo gave students a chance to
soak up Saturday’s sun, attend live
concerts and relax a bit near the
end of Spring Term.
Several Lawrence groups
performed throughout the course
of the weekend in addition to
off-campus bands. The LU-aroo
planning committee began working on the event during Fall Term

of this year. “We all had ideas
for who we wanted to bring, and
Alex [Babbitt] and I took care of
working with bands and their
agents leading up to the festival,”
said LU-aroo Co-president and
sophomore Ridley Tankersley.
Co-president and senior Alex
Babbitt said of the selection, “I’d
say that the variety of bands has
increased, along with the number
of off-campus bands being contracted.”
LU-aroo kicked off at noon
on Saturday, and the first day’s
lineup included artists SNORT,
Jon Bayley, John Mark Nelson and
headliner Kool A.D. In addition to
enjoying these groups, Lawrence
students could spend the day outside on the Quad and listen to
music played by their fellow stu-

dents. The day’s festivities officially ended at 11 p.m., but several
on-campus houses hosted afterparties, and the revelry lasted
long into the night.
Several official student organizations also attended Saturday’s
events in order to raise funds and
awareness. Lawrence University
Model United Nations (LUMUN)
sold various cold drinks. LUMUN
Secretary General and junior
Nathan Whiteman commented, “We chose it as a fundraising opportunity because of the
high turnout.” The Lawrence
University Panhellenic Council
sold lemonade while the South
Asian Students Association sold
mango lassi, samosa and bubble

Nancy Truesdell believes that
most frustration comes from the
confidentiality of these issues.
Senior Kayla Storm holds this
sentiment.
“Mainly, I am asking for more
transparency from authority figures on campus. Students deserve
to know if and how these issues
are being handled since it is students who are most affected by
the behavior,” said Storm.
Therefore, Storm is meeting
with Truesdell to “bring to attention the sexually violent and inappropriate behavior exhibited by a

group of individuals” in hopes of
“making the sexual assault policy
more accessible and approachable.”
Storm specifically noted
personal experiences with members of the hockey team. “In my
four years here, I have had too
many friends and acquaintances
feel victimized by unwanted and
unwarranted sexual advances or
comments by a group that seems
to be invincible.”
“I want to be clear that I am

See page 2

Sexual assault and administration’s response
discussed in wake of imminent allegations
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

The handling of sexual
assault on college campuses has
become the focus of a national
dialogue.
Consequently, Lawrence’s
own policy has currently been a
subject of scrutiny amongst students as accusations about the
hockey team and a returning
alleged rapist surface.
Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students

See page 5
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LUCC considers including a student
representative on the Board of Trustees
Ariela Rosa
Staff Writer

____________________________________

During Fall Term 2015, the
Lawrence University Community
Council (LUCC) may propose the
addition of a student representative on the Lawrence University
Board of Trustees. If the proposal
is approved, it would be the first
time in Lawrence’s history that a
student has served on the Board
of Trustees.
Few private colleges appoint
students to their trustee boards.
According to the Association of
Governing Boards of Universities
and Colleges (AGB), only 8.5 percent of private institutions have a
student trustee with voting power,
and another 12.5 percent have
non-voting student trustees.
Sophomore Joe Krivit introduced the idea to LUCC this spring
,hoping that the inclusion of a
student representative would create greater transparency between
the student body and the Board.
In his research into other college
governments, Krivit found that
their student trustees were seen
as positive contributors.
“It not only works for students, it also works for administration,” said Krivit.
LUCC President Wesley

Varughese indicated that he supported the goal of strengthening
a two-way relationship between
LUCC and the board, but added
that other ideas had been suggested as well. These ideas included asking the board to submit
reports to LUCC and adding the
board’s constitution to Lawrence’s
website.
Varughese suggested that he
was interested in finding a solution that would work best for both
students and administration.
Lawrence
University
Assistant to the President Jake
Woodford emphasized that
administration was open to having the conversation that the proposal has sparked, and that it has
given serious consideration to
student suggestions and concerns.
Woodford added that the
proposal would be one step in
what has been a decades-long
process of evolution for student
engagement in the governance of
Lawrence. “[Shared governance]
is an iterative process,” he said.
“The formation of LUCC was
another, earlier step in that evolution.”
LUCC was formed in 1968
as a result of students’ desires
for more control over decisions
that affected campus life. They

also wanted to create a collaborative relationship with faculty
members.
LUCC’s proposal will require
thoughtful deliberation by the
Board of Trustees. The board will
have several discussions about
the benefits and drawbacks of the
addition before making any decisions.
An article by Roger H. Martin
for the AGB states that adding
a student trustee could lead to
“improved
communication
between students and administration.” A student trustee could also
“add distinctive insight and experience to the governing board”
and “gain excellent opportunities
to develop their personal and professional leadership skills.”
One drawback to consider
will be the potential for conflicts
of interest. Woodford gave the
hypothetical example of asking a
student trustee to vote on changes
in tuition, fees, room and board.
“As a person who’s impacted positively or negatively by that kind of
decision, it really is impossible to
vote objectively,” he said.
The length of this process
will largely depend on how soon
LUCC may submit the proposal.

include research, internships, or
creation of an artwork or book on
a specific biology topic. Students
are also required to write a paper
summarizing their project results,
biological significance and comparison to current science literature. Students complete the
project during the final Senior
Experience course.
The biology Senior Experience
is a culmination of work. Senior
Savannah Vogel, who presented
her Senior Experience and Honors
project “Determining Isoform
Specificity of the Caenorhabditis
elegans Transcription Factor DAF19,” said, “It teaches you perseverance … I think I gained a lot of
skills in optimization, because you
go into your experiment … and
you say what are the aspects that
might have actually worked, and
what do I need to change to make
it better.”
The presentations at BioFest
are a synthesis of student knowledge, work and experience. “Most
people have spent somewhere
between nine months and two
years working on this project,”
said Duckert. “ And all of that

research, … all the talks, all the
classroom time, all of these things
built up into the [project] that
they now get to share with their
colleagues, family and friends.”
Each year, students who complete biology Senior Experience
and Honors projects display and
present their projects at BioFest.
A majority of this year’s projects
were displayed with posters,
although some projects included
products of research such as wine,
videos and children’s books.
At the event, attendees
walked around the room and
asked questions to students about
their research. Duckert explained
“… one of the aspects of our Senior
Experience in biology is learning
to communicate to anyone the
‘why it matters’ part of the science, but still including that wonder and awe that really inspired
you to participate.”
Attendees included family,
friends, students, professors and
other members of the larger community. Duckert noted that people
who have research done at their
institutions usually come support
the event, as well as those looking
to provide resources to student
studies.
Other grade levels could
engage in the event as well.
Juniors had the option to judge
projects. Clipboards and judging
sheets were provided to these students at a station. There was also
a station with forms for declaring a major to encourage students
interested in the natural sciences
to declare their major. BioFest
attendant and freshman Lauren
Deveikis explained that “[BioFest]
not only helps to showcase the
hard work and passion displayed
by the biology majors, but also
allows younger students to get a
taste of the potential opportunities [of] studying biology.”

Students share projects at BioFest
Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

BioFest, Lawrence’s annual showcase of biology Senior
Experience and Honors projects,
was held on Friday, May 22 in
the Somerset Room in the Warch
Campus Center. The event was
open to the campus, families and
the public.
This year there were 47 projects displayed. The topics ranged
from “Understanding Alzheimer’s:
From the Biological Basis to
Ethical Implications” to “The
Future of Bjorklunden: A Study
in White Cedar’s (Thuja occidentalis) Bioclimatic Envelope.”
Biology
Senior
Experience
Coordinator Cindy Duckert noted
that “[BioFest] is the time when
[students] get to see that whole
breadth and depth of biology.
The biology Senior Experience
includes interdisciplinary sciences, such as biochemistry, biophysics and neuroscience.”
Students begin their biology
Senior Experiences during their
junior year by exploring possible
projects ideas. Project work may

Senior Peter Fineis discusses his senior experience project with Professor Nancy Wall.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

World

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman

FRANCE: As part of a wider effort to cut the amount
of food waste in France in half by 2025, the French
national assembly has voted unanimously to ban supermarkets from throwing away or destroying unsold food.
Companies must now give excess food to charities or for
use in feeding livestock.
SAUDI ARABIA: Islamic State (IS) has claimed responsibility for an attack on a Shiite Mosque in Saudi Arabia.
This is IS’s first foray into Saudi Arabia and Saudi King
Salman has responded by saying, “Every participant,
planner, supporter, collaborator or sympathizer will be
held accountable, tried and punished.”
IRELAND: Dublin is now the first country to legalize gay
marriage by national referendum, with 62 percent of
voters approving an amendment to the nation’s constitution allowing it. Turnout was over 60 percent.

CUBA: Cuba’s Henry Reeve Brigade of health care workers has been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize for
their efforts in West Africa fighting Ebola. The 461
member brigade’s candidacy for the prize was approved
by the Annual Conference of Norwegian Trade Unions in
Trodenheim, Norway.
GREAT BRITAIN: According to Philip Ishola, former
head of the UK’s Counter Human Trafficking Bureau,
over 3,000 Vietnamese children are being used for profit by criminal gangs. These children often pay money to
gangs to get into the U.K. and are then forced to work
off their debts by engaging in illegal activities, such as
marijuana farms.
NIGERIA: In the wake of criticism of the army’s performance during recent operations against Boko Haram,
the Nigerian government has fired at least 200 soldiers
for cowardice and may be preparing to fire many more.
Additionally, 66 soldiers are currently sentenced to
death for refusing to fight Boko Haram at all.

Ethnic studies
continued from page 1

ethnic studies department—only
a program—but this may be set
to change. Associate Professor of
French Lifongo Vetinde explained
that Mills College has an institutional profile that is very similar to Lawrence’s, and faculty
hope to draw on ideas gleaned
from Professor Oparah and other
guest lecturers when they meet
to “design the architecture of
an ethnic studies major here at

LU-aroo

continued from page 1
tea to benefit victims of the recent
Nepal earthquakes.
The second day of the festival was also scheduled to start at
noon on the Quad, but Sunday’s
rainy weather forced the show
to relocate to the Esch-Hurvis
Room inside the Warch Campus
Center. Both campus bands and
off-campus bands, including The
Fatty Acids and Capitol Swizzle
Credit, filled Sunday’s lineup.
Further complications arose when
Sunday’s headliner, Dan Deacon,
cancelled due to personal health
reasons. According to Babbit,
Deacon’s manager described
Deacon as “frayed thin, sick, losing his voice, and generally roadweary and falling apart.” Kitty,
who was originally scheduled
to perform at 8:30 p.m., instead
played at 10 p.m. as a result of the
cancellation. However, Kitty was
unable to finish her music set due
to personal difficulties.
In spite of the bad weather

Lawrence.”
The next lecturer to contribute his ideas to Lawrence’s future
ethnic studies department will
be Professor Roderick Ferguson
of the University of Illinois at
Chicago, a leading expert in ethnic
studies. On June 23-24, the university will host an ethnicity and
critical race theory symposium
where Professor Ferguson will
facilitate discussions on the latest
intellectual developments in ethnic studies and on best practices
in teaching race and ethnicity.
and artist cancellation, the event’s
organizers expressed happiness
with the way that this year’s festival turned out. Tankersley voiced
his happiness that the show
went on, saying, “I’m very happy
that students were excited and
involved this year, despite the lastminute setbacks.” Babbitt noted
that even with these setbacks, this
year’s event incorporated more
music in total than in the past.
“I think this was overall one of
the better LU-aroos, because we
had two full days instead of the
usual 1.5 days,” stated Babbit.
Babbitt also noted that Lawrence
Safety played an important role
in helping the events go smoothly
and communicated his gratitude
towards their involvement.
Students generally seemed
pleased with the event. “Lots of
people have thanked us for putting on a great weekend,” added
Tankersley. Whiteman attended
the events and noted that, “People
really seemed to enjoy themselves,
especially during the nice weather
on Saturday. I think LU-aroo is the
best event Lawrence does.”
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Take My Money and Run
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

___________________________

Dear Sarah,
I have some friends who graduated from Lawrence a few years
back and they’ve already started
getting requests to donate money
as alumni. I’m expecting to be paying off my student loans well into
my golden years, but it got me
thinking about what I could do
with a donation to Lawrence. If
you were to become a donor to
Lawrence, what would you want
your money to be put towards?
- Dreaming of a Brighter
Future
Dear Brighter Future,
I don’t know about you, but I
have definitely had this hypothetical question posed in my friend
group before. “I’ll donate a million
dollars to Lawrence if they put a
café in the conservatory.” “I’ll pay
for Lawrence to build an underground tunnel system to link all
the campus buildings together.”
“I would buy enough shawms to

start a shawm ensemble on campus; I know Nick Towns would
love that.”
There are certainly things
I would love to change about
Lawrence, but I’ve also realized
in the past few months how much
there is at Lawrence that I didn’t
take advantage of.
Go to concerts. I wish I could
go back to freshman year and go
to a hundred more concerts than
I did. Yes, everyone is busy. Yes,
everyone has papers, presentations and lab reports to type up,
revise and submit. That being said,
the relationships you develop during your time here will ultimately
be more valuable than the grades
you got on your papers.
Go support your friends
at their recitals, their sporting events, their bake sales and
their presentations. Go hear as
many visiting artists as possible
— World Music Series concerts,
Artist Series events, poets, visual artists and speakers. Go learn
about your craft from the people
who are out there doing it right
now.
Explore more ideas. Good

Caged Within
Clouds:
A serial story

golly, do I wish I had changed my
major before my senior year. I was
on a path that I wasn’t excited
about, and I ended up needing
to do a lot of work that felt like
wasted time. If you find yourself
inspired by something that isn’t

your intended major, go for it. A
degree that you love, even if the
job prospects are a bit worse, is
better than a degree that you hate.
Eat better food. Seriously,
folks, just feed yourselves. If
you’re starving, everything can

wait. With the exception of lab
classes and rehearsals where food
would get in the way of the learning process, I have never once had

wiping her
knife
on
GuardFred’s
jacket.
“ W h a t makes you think
I want to kill you?” she asked.
“I know too much about
them, about their desire to keep
us trapped up here, whether or
not it kills us all. I know how to
stop them, and if you knew everything I do about their plans, you
would want to stop them too,” I
responded, suddenly angry. I was
startled when the woman started
laughing.
“What’s so funny?”
“I don’t want to kill you for
that. I need you for that. There’s
a machine inside this building. Only you know it. I
need you to make it

bring us to the earth.”
“What?”
“Because they won’t like that.
I also want to kill them. By stabbing them. But also by freeing
everyone from this place.” She
gestured at the kid behind her, “So
she doesn’t have to become me.”
“Why would she ever become
you?”
“I was not so different from
her once. You meet people. No one
should ever have to
be me.”

She picked up GuardFred’s
keys and unlocked my cell. I
looked at her warily.
“I don’t believe you.” I stood
and retreated to the back of the
small room.
She smiled, all broken pieces
and rotting gums. “Good. You’d
be stupid to. We don’t need stupid. Maybe this,” she tossed me
two pieces of glinting metal, “will
change your mind.”
Fumbling with my eye socket, I removed the glass ball
and turned it around.

This serial story is a collaboration between the members of
Lawrence University’s Creative
Writing Club. This week’s installation is written by
Jamie DeMotts and
Rose Nelson.

“did you notice that
earthquake?”
smaller and lower than I had
expected to see. It looked like a
boy or girl from the street, something of that sort. Was that actually the murderer?
“Do you really start so
young?” I asked.
The kid looked at me, face
squished and furrowed with confusion. She looked up into the
shadows behind her, just above
her head.
“She won’t. I did,” the shadows replied. The woman I had
been expecting.
“Ok, then. You got me. Please
just be fast about it. Death is preferable to being in this place any
longer.”
The woman sighed and began

QUESTION MARK

What is the most important area in which Lawrence
should change?
Learning institutions like universities must constantly change
to remain current and relevant. At Lawrence, faculty working in
various groups are thinking of ways to enhance our interdisciplinary curricular offerings, such as environmental studies, neuroscience and global studies. Others are developing strategies to improve
the ability for students to study abroad. We also need to find ways
to improve the services we offer students while also becoming more
efficient to contain costs and enhance maintenance of our beautiful
campuses and also lowering our environmental impact. The challenge is to keep this pace of change brisk while ensuring shared
governance, meaning all constituent parts of the Lawrence community - students, faculty, alumni, staff - have time to shape our plans.

U
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www. lawrent ian

What is the most important area in which Lawrence should change?
Total Votes: 50

See page 12
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I woke up to a thump. At first,
I thought it was part of my dream,
but the muffled shouts that followed wouldn’t be allowed in this
place. I opened my eye and felt dry
flesh pull along the glass of the
other. GuardFred was staring back
at me as his blood pooled beneath
him and his eyes lost their light.
“Ah,” I thought to myself. “He
thumped.”
I sat up with a jerk and tried
to find the woman. I knew it had
to be her. She had killed the others, and she was after me. Poor,
inoffensive GuardFred had died
because I knew too much.
I couldn’t see anything.
There were too many shadows,
not enough light. A face appeared,

See page 6
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Spring training part 3: Women’s tennis getting back into swing
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

_____________________

For the women’s tennis team,
the success of spring and summer
training rests largely on the shoulders of the individuals. During
the spring, while the Lady Vikes
are still together on campus, that
weight is shared among a team
of women who make it a point to
hold each other accountable.
“We only get a month with
our coach in the spring because
he’s working with the men’s team
at the same time,” explained sophomore Elana Lambert. “Our practices weren’t that long while the
men’s season was winding down,
but we’ve been playing on our
own without our coach after the
month is over.”
Spring tennis is more relaxed
than in the fall, as the team works
together on several drills and
mainly focuses on keeping their
skills sharp. “We’re not doing
anything too complicated or too
intense,” said Lambert. “We basically focus on getting back into the
swing of it.”

She described a basic practice in which the team warms up,
and then moves into some competitive drills and games. “We’ll
do some up and down stuff, like if
you win, you move up, and if you
lose, you move down, with both
singles and doubles.”
Working together during the
spring prepares Lawrence’s tennis
players for a busy summer and an
even busier preseason. “It helps
us remember what to work on so
we know what we need to do over
the summer,” said Lambert. “You
have to be motivated on your own
over the summer. It’s expected
that you’re playing all the time.
Once we get to preseason, practice
gets way more specific. Our coach
has us do individual drills working on specific things. Each person
is different.”
August preseason will also
be a time to welcome some new
Vikings to the ranks. “We know
we have a couple of strong incoming freshmen and we have a huge
class graduating,” said Lambert
of next season. The underclassmen practicing this spring will
bring new leadership to the tennis
program. “We’re in control of the
whole team next year, which is
both exciting and scary.”

Head Men’s and Women’s
Tennis Coach Steve Francour will
dedicate more time to the women’s tennis team during the fall,
and his expectations are clear. “He
wants us to have all the tools in
the toolbox,” said Lambert. “That
way, we can go out into a match

Emily Teerink - Rowing
Brady Busha
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Emily Teerink is a coxswain in
the Lawrence University Rowing
Club. The coxswain is the member
of the team who is in charge of
a boat’s steering, speed and timing. Bringing in her high school
experience, Emily stepped up as a
freshman and called for the Novice
boat. She is now wrapping up her
freshman year as a part of the
Lawrence University Rowing Club
with the regatta on Saturday, May
30, at Peabody Park against the
Fox Valley Rowing Club. Emily has
also taken a position as the recruiting chair for the team.
Where are you from? What
drew you to Lawrence?
I am from Milwaukee, Wisc. I
wanted to go to Lawrence because
I was looking for a small, private
liberal arts school. When I visited,
it felt like the right fit for me. I’ve
been really happy with all of the
programs and all of my involvement.

Sexual assault

How did you first get into crew?
What do you like most about it?
I started rowing in high
school, the summer before my

continued from page 1

not asking for this meeting to
say ‘all hockey players are bad,’
because I do not believe that to
be true. However, there have been
individuals within that group that
have made other members of the
Lawrence community feel unsafe
or uncomfortable with seemingly
no repercussions, and this is unacceptable,” Storm continued.
Truesdell recognizes the
struggles of handling these cases
with utmost sensitivity to all parties involved.
“It is really difficult to know
fully what is happening in these

cases because they are confidential,” began Truesdell. “So those
not directly involved often have
only partial information, which is
not enough to really understand
the full story.”
As a result, rumors spread
about the integrity of the system as a whole. Truesdell, however, emphasizes the thought-out
structure of this policy.
“What we have learned over
the years is that control has been
taken from the victims of sexual
assault, so the most important
thing is to re-center the control
and help them through whatever
they decide to do,” said Truesdell.
Through this, the sexual assault policy is not static.

work they put in now and by their
positive attitudes. “There’s a lot
of enthusiasm with the current
members,” said Lambert, looking
forward to sharing that enthusiasm with next year’s new players
and furthering the success of the
program. “We’re very excited.”

Women’s tennis players support each other as they prepare for matches.
Photo provided by Paul Wilke

Freshman Sportlight

Photo by Emei Thompson

and know what we need to do. We
figure out what we’re each best at
and how to play our best tennis. If
we do that, we’ll accomplish our
goals. We all want to do just as
well or better than last year.”
The Lady Vikes are on track
to achieve that, driven both by the

Truesdell highlights that “each
case is handled individually” and
can result in a multitude of outcomes.
“A student can go to the police
and only the police, they can come
to campus authorities, or they can
do both,” said Truesdell.
“One of the aspects of our
policy that really works is the use
of an outside investigator,” added
Truesdell. “This eliminates the
bias of the process since this person is an outside attorney and not
otherwise involved on campus.”
Lawrence’s
Sexual
Harassment and Assault Resource
Board (SHARB) consists of student, faculty and staff members,
and works to advise the univer-

senior year, I was a part of the
Milwaukee Rowing Club. I tried it
out and I fell in love with it. I knew
that, coming into Lawrence, they
had a rowing team, and I wanted
to be a part of it.
The energy and the atmosphere are a lot of fun. You meet
a lot of people all over the place
when you compete, and it’s a lot
different from any other sport. I
like being on the water. Everybody
says the Fox River is really gross,
but when you’re rowing on it, you
get a different perspective.
What did you bring to the team
this year? Do you think you’ll
bring that back next year too?
I was one of the few people
on the team this year who have
had prior experience. So, I brought
some experience in coxing to help
the team out. Next year, I’m looking forward to continuing being
the coxswain for the team.
What’s one thing you’re really
looking forward to next year?
I look forward to racing more.
I got the opportunity to go to only
one regatta this year, so I’m looking forward to being more competitive next year.
What has your athletic career

sity on matters related to sexual
violence. SHARB helps students
realize their multitude of options,
from change of classes to filing a
formal report. Truesdell stresses
that some students choose not
to act.
Storm also hopes to aid students in realizing their available
resources.
“When a large group of generally older men appear to be
above the rules, it can be difficult
and scary for someone to come
forward alone. I want to provide
a voice for people who may not
feel as if they have one. I will
be recommending a panel discussion. My main goal is to make sure
we as students are an active part

here at Lawrence taught you
about being academically successful as well?
It takes a lot of balance. It’s
fun to be on a team, because you
have a whole other set of people
to be around and to hang out
with, but at the same time, you
have to figure out a way to balance athletics and academics. For
myself personally, academics is
very important, so even though
I love rowing and coxing, I make
sure I get done what I need to do
before I get on the river.

How have your teammates
helped you with your first year
as a collegiate athlete?
The seniors on the team have
been very helpful. Because it’s—
for the most part—a student-run
organization, they’ve organized
all of the regattas, transportation,
registration and workouts; it’s all
on our own. Next year, it’ll be a bit
of a challenge without them here,
but they’ve left us in good hands
to continue racing and having fun.
What’s your current Netflix
obsession?
Gossip Girl. I’m only on the
second season. I have to control
myself, though; it’s hard to stop
myself when I start watching.

of the conversation surrounding
a campus safety concern,” said
Storm.
With the increasing needs
of students, Truesdell notes that
this policy is open to changes and
modifications.
“This year, SHARB has been
talking about whether or not they
want to recommend that there
is an automatic expulsion at a
certain degree of sexual assault,
probably the degree that involves
penetration,” said Truesdell. “It is
one of the things that is being
talked about nationally.”
“We very much want to
empower the student to make
decision on what they want to do,”
concluded Truesdell.
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Nigel Schuster - Golf

GC: What did you think of the team’s performance at the Midwest
Conference Championships?
NS: The conference was good overall—we did better than last
year. I’m especially proud of Nathan [Ley], he really stepped up his
game for conference. Unfortunately, our top scorer Anton [Olssen]
couldn’t get to his full potential that week, but we’re happy because
all the young guys performed well and hopefully we can keep that
trend going.

GC: What were you happiest with about your performance at the
conference championships?
NS: I was very happy that I played consistently. I shot an 81, which
was not that good of a start, but then I came back with a 75 and
then 78, so on average, I shot six over par per round. That’s a good
score for me, and I’m very happy I could keep it going through all
three rounds. Often, I lose my concentration at some point, but this
time, it worked out.
GC: Are there any aspects of your game that you think you have
improved on this season that helped you at conference?
NS: Overall, in the U.S., it is a lot more important to hit good shots
off the tee and I think I really improved on that, and that helped me
to play very consistently. Keeping the ball in play off the tee was a
struggle for me, but I improved on that.

GC: Do you have any goals you are looking forward to undertaking
next year?
NS: After I got third in conference this year, next year, I definitely
want to win. We just have to practice more. But if we do so, we
have a good chance of winning tournaments next year—hopefully,
conference if we really step it up.

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week, I sat down with Nigel Schuster of the Lawrence
University Golf team. The sophomore from Duesseldorf, Germany
carded the lowest round of his career and won third place at the
Midwest Conference Championships at Aldeen Golf Club in Rockford,
Ill., with rounds of 81, 75 and 78. His round of 75 beat his previous
best of 77 he set last season.
Gabe Chapman: What did you think of this season as a whole?
Nigel Schuster: I thought this season was interesting. We had a really good lineup, but unfortunately, during Winter Term, one of our
best players transferred, so after that, we kind of struggled because
our roster wasn’t very big. But we have a lot of young guys; and we
have a lot of talent, so I’m glad we could get some young guys playing. We have a very good outlook for next season.

GC: Have there been any significant changes you’ve had to adjust to
playing in the U.S. compared to Germany?
NS: People are a lot more relaxed on the course. People here are
not as concerned about rules and do not know them as well as they
do in Germany. In Germany, we have very strict rules—sometimes,
that’s good, but sometimes, it gets annoying because it kind of
destroys the atmosphere of the game.
Apart from that, as I mentioned earlier, you need to be better off
the tee. Players here have a much better long game than players in
Europe, but it’s a good challenge and that’s what I really appreciate
about coming here.
GC: Any goals you want the team to achieve next year?
NS: I think we have to practice more. We do not have a lot of practice going on during the year because going to tournaments and
getting to the golf course take some time, but to be really good, we
have to practice more. Golf is all about practice and we can do it.

Crew team ends season with hopes of growth
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

Among the many hardworking club athletes here at Lawrence,
members of the Lawrence
University Rowing Club share a
passion for their unique yet very
challenging sport. To be able to
succeed in rowing, or crew, all
rowers must act together to be
perfectly on pace with the rest of
the boat in technique, speed and

power.
“This year, our goals were
personal and physical growth,
winning some races, and team
bonding,” said team captain Colin
Nevins. As a result, the crew team
works extremely hard in practice, and develops a close bond in
order to achieve peak fitness and
perfect sync.
The crew team competes
during two seasons: the fall and
the spring. The fall consists of the
longer races that reach up to five
kilometers in length. For these
races, each boat goes out and rows
by itself. After that, the times are

compared and the boat with the
fastest time wins the race.
The spring consists of shorter, two-kilometer races. For these
races, boats compete in lanes,
much like a swim meet. Overall,
races are divided into sections
based on gender, weight and experience.
Regattas the team competed
in this fall include the Tail of the
Fox in De Pere, Wisc., Head of the
Rock in Rockford, Ill. and Head of
the Eagle in Indianapolis, Ind.
One highlight of the year is
the novice women’s gold medal
victory in one of the largest regat-

tas in the Midwest. Among their
spring regattas, the Lawrence
team will compete against the Fox
Valley Rowing Club this Saturday
on the Fox River. The event will
start at Peabody Park in Appleton.
Next year, the team plans to
focus on fundraising and recruitment. Nevins reflects: “Our team
is going to miss our graduating
seniors, but there is promising
leadership and awesome members that will ensure the health
and longevity of our team.”

of the total 200 laps. At the final
restart with 15 laps to go, it was
a close race between Juan Pablo
Montoya, Will Power and Scott
Dixon.
Dixon had led for the majority of the race, leading for 84 of
the laps, which was the most by
any driver. However, none of that
mattered as Montoya raced ahead
in the final three laps and was
ahead on the lap that mattered—
the last one.
It was not an easy day for
Montoya, who, on two different occasions, had to work his
way from the back of the field.
Montoya had an accident on the

first lap; when he restarted, he
was second to last. After working
his way back, he was penalized for
not exiting a pit stop correctly.
Despite all this, Montoya
found his way back to the top and
had the lead when heading into
the final lap, a position not many
racers want to be in. However,
Montoya was able to keep his lead
and got over the finish line just
before Will Power, beating him by
less than two-tenths of a second.
The finish was the fourth closest
in Indy 500 history.
The win was Montoya’s second Indy 500 victory; his first was
in his debut in 2000. That race

was much easier, as he led for
163 of the laps. This win serves as
redemption for Montoya, who left
the Indy car series for seven seasons to go to NASCAR, but found
no success there.
Roger Penske gave Montoya
another shot, convincing him to
come back to the Indy car series
and the decision has definitely
worked out for both parties. “I’m
glad I am proving them right,
that they made the right choice.
I’m loving racing right now,” said
Montoya.
The win was also the first Indy
500 win for Team Penske since
2009, when Helio Castroneves

THIS WEEK IN
SPORTS
Soccer - The U.S. Federal

Government is pressing charges
against 14 senior executives
of International Federation of
Association Football (FIFA) for
taking bribes for the past 24
years. These bribes have had
impact on the location of World
Cups and include individuals
that were a part of the leagues
CONCACAF and CONMEBOL.

Basketball – The Golden

State Warriors will take on
the Houston Rockets in Game
five of the National Basketball
Association (NBA) Western
Conference finals. The Warriors
currently lead the series 3-1.

Hockey – Both playoff series

are neck-and-neck in the
National Hockey League (NHL).
In the East, the conference
finals between the Tampa Bay
Lightning and the New York
Rangers is tied at three games
apiece right now. Game seven
is Friday, May 29. The Western
Conference finals between the
Chicago Blackhawks and the
Anaheim Ducks is also at 3-3,
when the Blackhawks beat the
Ducks 3-1 on Wednesday, May
27.

Rugby - Wales’ national rugby

team lost their center Jonathan
Davies to a ruptured anterior
cruciate ligament in his knee.
This injury will prevent his participation in the 2015 World Cup.

Baseball - Alex Rodriguez

passed Lou Gehrig on
Wednesday, May 27, to move to
third on the all-time RBI list. He
moved to third after a three-run
home run against the Kansas City
Royals.

Come-from-behind victory at Indianapolis 500
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

The Indianapolis 500 took
place last weekend and provided
race fans with all they could have
asked for as it came down to the
wire. In a race that was unpredictable and exciting for all 200 laps,
the Indy 500 saw a racer revive
his career.
The race was dominated by
racers from Team Penske and
Chip Ganassi Racing, with their
racers leading a combined 193

grabbed the top spot. Montoya is
only the 19th driver to ever win
the Indy 500 twice; Castroneves
and he are the only two to do it in
only three Indy 500 appearances.
Another winner from this
event is Chevy. Chevy drivers
claimed three of the top four
spots, and eight of the top 10,
with Honda grabbing the other
two spots.
The event itself lived up to
the hype and delivered for all fans.
Montoya commented afterwards,
“This is what racing in IndyCar is
all about—awesome racing all the
way down to the wire.”
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AIO holds Annual Social Justice Awards Ceremony
Anh Ta

Assoc. Copy Editor

_______________________________________________

On Thursday, May 21, All Is One:
Empowering Young Women of Color (AIO)
celebrated the achievements of many
Lawrence students, faculty and staff members in their individual pursuits of social
justice at the second Annual Social Justice
Awards Ceremony. Four individuals and a
student group were honored for their outstanding work and dedication at Lawrence
as well as in the greater Appleton community.
The ceremony started with a buffet-style dinner for all guests in a small,
intimate setting. This was followed by a
short address by AIO President and senior

Brienne Colston, and subsequently, the
award procession. This year, AIO honored Jill
Beck Director of Film Studies and Associate
Professor of Film Studies Amy Ongiri as the
Faculty Leader in Social Justice, Assistant
Dean of Students for Multicultural Affairs
Pa Lee Moua as the Staff Leader in Social
Justice, and junior Jaime Gonzalez as the
Student Leader in Social Justice. AIO also
celebrated Director of the Volunteer and
Community Service Programs Kristi Hill as
the Community Leader in Social Justice, and
the Committee on Diversity Affairs (CODA)
as the Leading Student Group for Activism.
According to Vice President of AIO and
junior Cheyenne Van Dyke, these individuals and group are chosen through nominations and voting. Through the Office of

Award recipients gather for a picture following the ceremony.
Photo by Emily Teerink

Multicultural Affairs, AIO reached out via
email to the student body for input. After
nominations by members of the Lawrence
community came in, online voting was conducted to choose an award recipient for
each category. In this way, it is the community’s voice that chose and honored these
individuals and group.
One of this year’s proud award recipients, Pa Lee Moua, was excited to share
with us her own personal stories and her
job in promoting awareness of the diversity
at Lawrence and in the community. As the
assistant dean of students for multicultural
affairs, she is also the advisor for AIO and
serves as mentor for many students of
color on campus. Having come to the United
States as an immigrant and subsequently
becoming a citizen, Moua finds her work
in helping others is not only a contribution to the community, but also personally
rewarding.
“I think that everybody has their own
stories to tell; and it is beautiful that we
are able to hear what others go through,”
said Moua, talking about her inspiration.
“Many of us share similar struggles. For me,
it is personal […] I walked the struggle and
became the living proof of all the issues and
obstacles that came my way. So I tell my
stories to further empower other people,
but also, in many ways, to validate and be
proud of myself.”
Talking about the event last week,
Moua believes it is a small but extremely
important ceremony not only to celebrate,
but also to recognize that the fight for social
justice goes on.
“It is rewarding to be able to acknowledge and appreciate work by other people,”
said Moua. “It is also something bigger than
the individual people. It is really to bring
the community together to celebrate […]
and most importantly, to know that [social
justice] is not something you can accomplish in one day or one event. It is to know
that social justice is something we have to
continue to think about, to act on and to be

personally invested.”
Her passion also aligns perfectly with
AIO’s continuous effort to represent women
of color and to make lesser-known narratives of marginalized groups heard and
understood. Being a very active club on
campus, AIO has organized many events to
represent the very broad group of women
of color. This includes the “Black Girls
Matter“ photo gallery in Fall Term 2014,
as well as inviting many notable speakers,
poets and thinkers to campus. They also
work with other groups, such as CODA and
Black Student Union.
Van Dyke hopes to first expand AIO,
both in terms of members and events. The
aim of future AIO activities is to inspire
people and continue the current conversation about the issues faced by women of
color. Not confining themselves within the
Lawrence community, AIO hopes to reach
out and connect with women of color in the
Appleton community as well.
“We are really hoping to have a book
series to look at different woman of color
authors,” said Van Dyke. “A lot of the works
are autobiographical. Each term, we will
hand out a book to our members; and about
seventh or eighth week, we will have an
open discussion […] As a club, we are hoping to make ourselves more educated on the
matter of identities. Although we cannot
speak about all of the different identities
ourselves, we can educate ourselves.”
Besides education, there will be many
events by AIO to come next year. Both Moua
and Van Dyke acknowledge that while there
has been much progress in the fight for
social justice at Lawrence that needs to be
celebrated in events such as their awards
ceremony, there is still so much more to
be done. The most important thing to do,
according to Moua, is to continue the conversation.
“Social justice isn’t a one-stop, oneevent, one-person entity,” said Moua. “It is
constant: everybody is included and plays
a role.”

Photo Feature: Students enjoy LI Spring Formal

Photo by Billy Liu

Fifth year

continued from page 3
a professor yell at me for bringing my lunch
to class. Sure, it would begreat if there was
an additional cafeteria on the north side of
College Avenue.

Yes, I would love every building to
have a vending machine, stocked with sandwiches and Clif bars, that accepted culinary
cash. Yes, if I win the lottery and decide
to donate a portion of my winnings to
Lawrence, I will likely ask them to make
the food truck a full-time service by the
conservatory. However, until then, take the

extra 20 minutes and go buy yourself a real
meal for once.
Yes, there are things I have grown
dissatisfied with at Lawrence University
over the past few years. However, as much
as I enjoy spouting my frustrations from a
soapbox, you probably don’t read an advice
column because you want to read approxi-

mately 600 words of complaints. Instead,
here is my final piece of advice: Before you
get too lost in hypothetical “if I had a million dollars” discussions, take a closer look
at the environment that’s around you and
challenge yourself to take better advantage
of it.
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Campus prepares for Commencement honorees
Emily Zawacki
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

Even if you may not have recognized
this year’s Commencement honorees by
name, you undoubtedly have learned of
their significance in any American history
class. John Lewis, a U.S. representative for
Georgia since 1987, and James Zwerg, an
Appleton native, were both members of the
Freedom Riders and played instrumental
roles in the Civil Rights Movement during
the 1960s.
Lewis is considered to be one of the
“Big Six” civil rights leaders and was head
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) from 1963 to 1966. He
met Zwerg, whose parents were both graduates of Lawrence, in 1961 in Nashville,
Tenn., where Zwerg was an exchange student at Fisk University.
In 1960, Lewis began participating in
nonviolent sit-ins at segregated lunch counters in Nashville, and in 1961, both he and
Zwerg participated in stand-ins at local
movie theaters to protest the city’s segregation there.
Then, in May 1961, Lewis and Zwerg
embarked on the historic Freedom Rides.
Although the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
1946 that segregated public buses were
unconstitutional, this ruling was not
enforced and bus travel remained segregated in the South.
The Freedom Riders—who protested
this status quo by riding in mixed racial
groups—traveled on buses throughout

the South and endured physical and verbal violence from mobs of racist white
Southerners. Both Lewis and Zwerg were
violently beaten and arrested.
Members of the Ku Klux Klan attacked
Freedom Riders that arrived in Birmingham,
Ala., and destroyed the film from journalists’ cameras so that only one photo survived to document their violence. Video of
a burning bus near Anniston, Ala., attacked
by another racist mob, made the national
news and began to draw worldwide attention to the Freedom Rides.
While racial problems in the South
were becoming explicitly visible to the
country, they existed in a far more opaque
form in the North. Lawrence students and
members of the Appleton community were
cognizant of the high racial tensions in
the country, but racism still needed to be
addressed at home.
In April 1963, nearly 80 Lawrence
students and faculty members petitioned in
the Appleton community in support of the
boycott of segregated business in Jackson,
Miss. The Lawrentian reported that at the
time there was only “one Negro” living
in Appleton—which had a population of
50,000— so segregation was not perceived
as a local problem.
Nearly 3,000 Appleton residents
signed the business boycott petition in
what The Lawrentian hoped would be a
way to begin “to think about the question
of racial equality and Appleton’s own racial
problems.”
However, the petition did not neces-

Midweirdstern

Beyond the Bubble:

Lewis and Zwerg pictured together following an ambush and attack of their bus in 1961.
Photo from PBS.org

Regan Martin
Staff Writer

___________________________________

Throughout the U.S., there are widesweeping stereotypes attached to each
region. As colleges attract people from
all over the country, there is a unique
opportunity to look into the perceptions
that students have about regions like the
Midwest, and how those expectations
match up with reality.
Students coming to Lawrence from
outside the region had very specific
ideas of what the Midwest would be like.
Sophomore Morgan Edwards said that
she “figured it would be flatter than it
actually is.” She also added, “I always
heard that people are super nice, which
is true. And eye contact, I don’t like making eye contact and saying hello to people
when I’m walking around, but people do
it here, and strangers say hi to me, which
is crazy.”
Junior Susannah Miller thought
of the Midwest as being dominated by
the country. “I come from a city,” she

John Lewis speaks at a 2005 convocation at Lawrence.
Photo from www.lawrence.edu

sarily address the true racial prejudices
in the community, and one woman signed
the petition with the explanation that she
did so “because I want to keep them happy
down there so they won’t come up here.”
An April 17, 1964 Letter to the Editor
in The Lawrentian described how civil
rights in Appleton were sometimes still
presented with the “old it’s-not-our-problem philosophy.”
Mary Duncan ’66 wrote, “To the best
of my knowledge no Lawrence student has
been refused service in town public accommodations because of color. This would
seem to confirm a belief that the citizens
have not felt themselves strongly affected
by a civil rights issue, much less an integration problem.”
In order to educate students and citizens on the Civil Rights Movement, the
Student Executive Council (SEC)—a precursor to Lawrence Uuniversity Community
Council—sponsored Civil Rights Week at
Lawrence in late April 1964. While the week
was hosted by Lawrence, it was intended to
also provide a space for discussion in the
greater Appleton community.
In addition to bringing in speakers
like Sydney Finley and Charles Evers—
the brother of the slain Medgar Evers—
from the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
SEC also planned to run a fundraiser for the
United Negro College Funds and conclude
with a “Fast for Freedom” dinner, where
students could choose to forgo their evening meal and donate the cost of it to SNCC.
Lewis, who at the time was the head
field secretary for the SNCC, was one of
explained, “and I perceive the Midwest
as being largely rural, so definitely less
cosmopolitan than I’m used to, and more
conservative than I’m used to.”
Freshman Jose Saldivar felt similarly, saying, “I expected farmers, tractors,
country music, beer and cheese—that’s
the gist of it.”
The Midwest natives at Lawrence
were also aware of these kinds of ideas
about their home, listing very similar stereotypes as students from other states. “I
think people think it’s a lot of farm land, a
lot of corn and cows. I think it’s true for a
large portion, but we also do have cities,
which aren’t really known about,” said
freshman Rachel Taber.
Junior Ally Kurihara agreed, saying
, “I think people think it’s very rural, and
I’m from a very rural area so I think that’s
kind of true.”
Sophomore Darren Deal focused
more on the idea of friendliness that
students like Edwards expected. “A lot
of people that I’ve talked to from other
places in the country have gotten here
and been like, ‘Why is everyone smiling
at me?’ So I guess like overly nice. For the

the main invited speakers for Civil Rights
Week and gave a talk on “Student participation and responsibility in the Civil Rights
Movement” in the old union.
In line with Lewis’s call for active
participation, the Editorial Board of The
Lawrentian wrote on March 6, 1964 that
“Assuredly, the primary aim of [Civil Rights
Week] is to educate people, and hopefully it
may result in the realization for some that
Negroes are entitled to equal opportunity.
Unfortunately, however, realizations easily die unless action follows the conviction.
Intellectual considerations are meaningless
if they are not combined with a concern to
act.”
“Thus, The Lawrentian feels the week is
a perfect opportunity for students and community to become informed on a national
and necessarily local problem, by meeting
informed leaders, engaging in discussion
and acting upon their resolutions.”
After his speech at Lawrence, Lewis
continued to be an active leader in the Civil
Rights Movement and played a prominent
role in the 1965 Selma to Montgomery
marches.
Lewis returned to Lawrence for a second time in 2005 when he delivered a convocation address entitled “Get in the Way,”
urging students to “Get in the way, get in
trouble, necessary trouble. Good trouble.”
In the age of the Ferguson and
Baltimore protests, Lewis’s and Zwerg’s
words at Commencement this year will be
as pertinent as ever, so it is important to not
only listen to what they have to say, but to
act upon their resolutions as well.

most part, that’s pretty accurate. But a lot
of people coming from other places… feel
like it can be a little intrusive,” he said.
However, while these two sets of
ideas match up pretty well, this does not
necessarily mean that they are true. In
fact, most students not from the region
found that their ideas of what it would be
like were not entirely correct. Edwards
said that she was surprised when she
found that “there are some hills, there’s
some topography here.”
Miller also explained that her expectations that the Midwest would be rural
weren’t entirely met. “For Appleton, I
think [this has held true],” she said, “but
I’ve also gone to the Twin Cities and
Madison, and it’s different in the urban
areas, but for some parts, it’s definitely
more rural.”
Saldivar also found that “It isn’t quite
what I expected, but there is some country stuff.” All of this goes to show that,
even when there seems to be a clear-cut
idea about a region or a place, it does not
mean that it will necessarily be what you
expect.
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Melee Spring Show features various campus dance groups
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

___________________________

On Sunday, May 24, at 8
p.m., the Melee Dance Troupe
presented its final show of the
academic year. Stansbury Theatre
was full of excited audience members, and after a brief introduction to its theme by director and
senior Adriane Melchert, the
show began. The theme for the
evening’s show was “vim,” which
is defined as energy or enthusiasm. Melchert explained that for
these performances, “vim” meant
strength—in this case, the many
strengths of the dancers.
The Melee dancers’ strengths
were simultaneously physical,
conceptual and musical. The
dance styles covered a wide array
of genres, generations and cultures. I found myself wanting to
move along with most, if not all,
of the song selections. In terms of
emotional connection, the dancers delivered. The happier pieces
were infectiously energetic, and
the slower, more introspective
songs were accompanied with
corresponding body movements
and facial expressions.
The first dance was a contemporary quartet set to Flyleaf’s
“All Around Me.” The dramatic,
melancholy lyrics worked well
with the choreography, which was
imbued with elements of ballet.
The refrain of “I’m alive,” which
was repeatedly softly throughout
the song, offered a meditative
heartbeat for this dance.
Next was a solo belly dance
set to Carol Samaha’s “Ghaly Alay.”

The first of two solo dances of
the evening, this particular piece
combined undulating lines with
brisk, aggressive movements of
the hands and feet, which made
for a mesmerizing juxtaposition.
The third dance of the evening was a contemporary duet set
to Edgar Meyer’s “Great Green Sea
Snake.” The dancers commenced
with a circle of ballet leaps and
moved into more abstract, comedic choreography—moves included an ironic shrug and a transition
into a game of patty-cake.
The next piece was performed
by the Lawrence University Dance
Team, and was complete with
Taylor Swift’s “Shake It Off,” sass
and pom-poms, which were very
effective in demonstrating how to
beautifully shake off the haters.
Following this large group
dance was the second solo performance of the evening, a contemporary number set to an instrumental version of Justin Timberlake’s
“Mirrors.” The dancer made use of
the whole stage and was dynamic
in her movements, showcasing
both her flexibility and athleticism.
Next was a duet performed
to Beyoncé’s “I Was Here,” a song
about the desire to leave one’s
mark on the world. The slow,
deliberate dancing poignantly
reflected this earnest wish.
After this lyrical work, members of Lawrence Swing Dance
performed a number to “Do You
Love Me” by The Contours. As
is typical of this group’s performances, the music was feelgood and the execution beyond
charming—they brought back the

mashed potato dance for good.
The next dance was set to a
medley of “Expect Me” by Girl’s
Day and “The Boys” by Girl’s
Generation. Not surprisingly, this
fun dance quartet was characterized by girl power and reminded
me of early pop group choreography.
The next quartet danced
to “Born Bob Dylan” by The
Veronicas, and their contemporary style underscored the yearning in the song. Their first moves
resembled the tossing and turning
of a sleepless night and the pantomime of covering their mouths
sadly, and gracefully symbolized
frustrations and hesitations in
communication.
Ariana Grande’s “Break Free”

was the soundtrack to a trio who
recreated Yanis Marshall’s webfamous choreography. Honoring
the spirit of the original dances,
this gentlemanly trio wore both
waistcoats and heels—one pair
was over six inches high, no laughing matter.
The final dance of the evening was another contemporary
piece, a quartet to “Hypnosis” by
Wax Tailor. The choreography
suited the song title. The quartet,
in matching costumes, performed
an entrancing routine that represented the process of hypnosis
and drifting in and out of awareness. It was thought-provoking
and beautifully performed.
Even though Lawrence
University does not offer a dance

major, the performers determinedly pursue the craft on top
of their other multidimensional
pursuits and responsibilities.
Students at Lawrence are familiar
with the rigorous demands of academic life here, and choosing to
prepare for, rehearse and perform
in a relatively large-scale dance
show demonstrates a considerable amount of commitment.
Those interested in supporting dance endeavors can participate in Melee. Given the development of new and unique dance
troupes within the Melee group,
its performances in the coming
years are sure to innovate and
entertain.

The Lawrence University Dance Team performs an energentic routine to Taylor Swift’s “Shake It Off.”
Photo by Annie Ela

Romelle Loiseau’s “New State Usual”
Izzy Yellen
Staff Writer

_________________________

In the midst of LU-aroo festivities and end-of-year business,
senior Romelle Loiseau, also
known as Darnell Smitherson,
released his first album “New
State Usual.” After completing
a few extended plays and playing many live shows, he uses the
album as a culmination of his
feelings at Lawrence in a music
form. He recorded, rapped and
produced the whole album by
himself, save for the tracks that
featured guest rappers, singers
and producers.
After a couple listens, I can
say the album is really growing on
me. The album is dense and there
is a lot to take in, so it requires
more than one listen. Loiseau
tackles many subjects in the duration of the album—intrapersonal,
national and universal.
The first song, “New State
Usual: Sanction,” and “A.T.S.P.” capture both the essence and overall sound of the album, Loiseau
shared. The former introduces
many of the lyrical themes prevalent throughout “New State
Usual,” such as race, identity and
development.
“A.T.S.P.” encapsulates the
often-chill demeanor and variety
of sounds used in the beats. There
is a lot to the instrumentals, not
just percussion and bass. The song
also contains interesting bits and
pieces of narrative, concluding
with the titular mantra, “all things

shall pass,” emphasizing the hope
he has.
The immediate contrast from
“A.T.S.P.” to “1,000 Words” was one
of my favorite moments in the
album. While both the vocals and
beats in “A.T.S.P.” are subdued for
the most part, “1,000 Words” is
anything but that. Produced by
one of his guest artists, it is fast
moving, exciting and chaotic.
It also features a spoken word
approach as opposed to rapping,
providing another contrast to the
rest of the album.
These were just a few highlights in the hefty 19-track album,
but there were many more incredible moments. However, the best
part of “New State Usual” to me
was not the music, but how personal it was. Loiseau really put
himself out there with the content of this album, baring all—his
frustrations, emotions and hope,
among other things.
After listening to the album,
I had a chance to talk to its creator about his influences, how
Lawrence helped him and the
album in general. This opened my
ears and eyes even more to his
genius and talent.
For one thing, I got to see
how Lawrence helped him record
and create the album. When asked
about how the school helped physically, Loiseau said, “Lawrence
gave me the resources I needed,” in reference to SOL Studios.
Without their equipment and
booth free to students, he would
not have been able to record the
album, at least not until he could

afford to do so himself.
“It [being at Lawrence] made
me feel enough emotion to channel into a 19-track product” he
shared regarding the sentiments
he felt while at school here—both
good and bad. “It makes me happy,
it makes me upset, it pisses me off
… there’s so much to talk about.
And I feel like I got just a little
piece of it, but Lawrence definitely
gave me that experience.”
With so much going on in the
world and so many current events
being talked about at Lawrence,
the facts are hard to avoid. Loiseau
felt this and instead of just reacting the way most students do by
talking about the issues, he made
an album to share his perspective.
As for his plans after graduation, he will be taking a year off
to relax and see where the album
takes him. As he puts it simply,
“Family and music for the next
year.”
However, don’t fret if you
want more music from him. He
says to keep on the lookout,
because there will definitely be
more. “I’m a man who has feet
that never stop moving,” he made
clear. He’s always working on
something, so stay tuned.
“New State Usual” by Darnell
Smitherson is on iTunes, Spotify
and Amazon.

Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery

FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!

FREE DELIVERY!
OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.
Ask for your Lawrence Discount!

920-749-1111
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com | 600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

TIM CARRIGG

Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

________________________

Music connects you to others, and it connects you to yourself. An appreciation for composed sounds is an internal as
well as an external meditation.
Lying on your bed while listening to Joni Mitchell or grooving
to Michael Jackson on the dance
floor—no other form of expression is quite so viscerally powerful as music.
Performing and composing
music only drives this power
further. It offers the practitioner
a dependable source of energy,
whether from playing by yourself for catharsis or playing with
a group for social depth.
Senior Tim Carrigg has
studied music as both a composer and a musician. With an
emphasis in jazz, he has found
many ways to explore music as
meditation, practice, connection
and energy. Having just recently been awarded a DownBeat
magazine Student Music Award

for Undergraduate College Jazz
Arrangement, his efforts have
clearly caught some people’s
attention.
Carrigg grew up around
music and cites it as one of the
things that has made the most
positive impact on his life. It
started with piano lessons as
a child and, while not always
in love with it, he stuck with
practicing until it truly became a
passion for him.
“People tend to have the
belief that music is mostly just
a source of entertainment,”
Carrigg noted, “but I think that it
can also have a lot of additional
benefits.”
These benefits are numerous. For one, music creates good
vibes while also giving the sense
of having done good work. It is a
practice much like reading, jogging or meditating. Its routine
creates an identity, a particular
kind of positive feeling.
Carrigg terms this a “slow,
cool, positive energy.” With this
in mind, Carrigg went to school
in order to share the experience
and joy he feels when playing

and composing music. He felt in
learning more about music, he
would be more adept at spreading the love.
“A really important thing
that I want to strive for as a
musician is making music that
is congruent with myself and
congruent with my intentions,
feelings and desires,” Carrigg
explained.
In turn, Carrigg hopes that
he will affect someone else with
these intentions, feelings and
desires. If there is truly a collective consciousness, then surely
other people must identify similarly, and he hopes to tap into
those similarities.
The most significant of
Carrigg’s achievements so
far is “Once Upon a Time,” the
big band piece that garnered
him DownBeat’s recognition.
Inspired by Herbie Hancock’s
“Tell Me a Bedtime Story,” the
piece takes Hancock as a source
and develops off of it. Carrigg
mixes the classic swing era style
of big band music and combines
it with more contemporary artists and genres until it becomes

something wholly unique.
Outside music, Carrigg
is interested in philanthropic work. He has been extensively involved with Habitat
for Humanity since coming to
Lawrence, and his post-graduate
plans include a variety of personal projects intended to benefit the community with music.

After graduation, Carrigg
also plans to go to graduate
school, possibly to continue his
jazz studies. His general mission statement is to live a life in
which he can evenly balance his
composition and playing.
Carrigg’s composition recital is this Sunday, May 31, at 6
p.m. in Harper Hall.

Photo courtesy of DownBeat magazine.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Improving group housing selection
on campus
There are several weaknesses within the group housing assignment system that need to be
addressed by both the school administration and Lawrence University Community Council (LUCC). As
we lose some of our theme houses on N. Union St., it is important that we continue existing conversations about how housing selection can be improved.

Each year, students need to prepare a backup plan just in case their group housing request is not
accepted. Should their group housing situation not come to fruition, students do not have adequate time
to finalize their second choices, especially when those situations are further complicated with students
studying abroad. Conducting the formal group and theme housing process at least a month earlier would
provide a larger window of time for students to make their housing decisions.
The administration and LUCC should also consider changing which types of groups are eligible for
different types of houses. Currently, LUCC-recognized student organizations may apply for formal group
housing. When these groups do not receive a house, they, at times, apply for a theme house instead. This
possibility is not fair to unrecognised groups whose only option is a theme house.

We support holding group housing selection sooner, as well as conducting formal group and theme
housing selection at the same time. This would prevent groups from abusing the system by applying for
a type of group housing that does not suit the group classification.

In the light of the replacement of six group houses that will no longer be used after this year with
four small living areas in Colman Hall, there is less group housing available than years prior. This will
cause group housing to become even more competitive than it was before. If more available theme
housing will not be included in the near future, it is important that the housing selection process runs
as fairly and smoothly as possible.

McQueen’s “Savage
Beauty:” Fashion as Art
Margaret Johnson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

From mid-March to early
August, the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London
is
housing “Alexander McQueen:
Savage Beauty,” a tribute to
the range of works by the late
McQueen, who tragically passed
in 2010. The exhibition is the
largest and most comprehensive retrospective exhibit to display McQueen’s works in Europe
yet, and provides an experience
that overwhelms and absorbs
the audience. McQueen’s works
answer the question of whether
fashion can be considered art with
a definite “yes.”
McQueen’s larger-than-life
character and originality is seamlessly woven into his creations.
The first room of the exhibition is seemingly mild, showing
McQueen’s earliest works featuring his famous “bumster” skirts
and trousers, and his experimentation with unconventional cuts
of articles.
McQueen’s creations shock,
frustrate and exude craftsmanship
and creativity. From the beginning, it is clear that McQueen does
not aim for aesthetic pleasure, but
rather, aims to challenge existing
ideas of both fashion and beauty.
His works are not meant to please,
but to elicit a reaction, and he
does not fail to meet this aim.
For McQueen, aesthetic pleasure
is owed to both aesthetic beauty,
as well as the unleashing of emotion, just like any other collection
of masterpieces.
The exhibit’s curation is a
work of art in and of itself. The
exhibit does not follow tradition,
nor would McQueen have wanted
it to. His clothes are not placed
behind glass cases with tediously
elaborate explanations placed at
the foot, but are shown in a way

that allows for the close examination of the creations.
The words of McQueen are
put on the walls, discussing his
works and fascinations, and introduce a theme for the room. The
themes include, but are not limited to, sadomasochism, transformation, naturalism, mortality,
nationalism and primitivism. This
setup effectively gives insight into
both McQueen’s character and his
fashion shows.
His works radiate emotion—
the audience will experience fascination, frustration and fear all
at once. His works stem from a
multitude of inspirations, which
are unconventionally, yet noticeably, reflected in the creations.
McQueen’s interest in birds is conveyed through his use of feathers
as the train of intricately designed
gowns. Sadomasochism is displayed with the incorporation
of black leather and metal. For
McQueen, the objective is for the
work to be appreciated, not to be
enjoyed or even understood. His
creativity moves past conveying
beauty and serves to challenge
conventional ideas.
The title of the exhibition,
“Savage Beauty,” introduces
McQueen’s interest in paradoxical
relationships. McQueen’s works
seek to manifest paradoxical relationships, such as life and death,
lightness and darkness, and deformity and beauty. He contrasts
these themes in hopes of illuminating a unity among them, and he
very often succeeds in a haunting,
albeit beautiful, manner.
The exhibition becomes of
even greater interest upon the
knowledge of McQueen’s background, which prompts the realization that much of McQueen’s
work is autobiographical. As a
child, he was abused and later on
witnessed his sister being beaten
by her husband. These experiences have been translated into

his works.
Some of his creations have a
vague resemblance to armor and
seem to offer a kind of protection
to the women that wear his clothing. Very telling of this protective
sentiment is McQueen’s adornment of his models with masks—
a lace headpiece adorned with
sharp deer antlers, for example.
McQueen addressed this sentiment quite explicitly: “I want to
empower women. I want people
to be afraid of the women I dress.”
The notion of McQueen’s
desire to make people fear the
women he dressed moves past
the psychological distress of his
past and further delves into his
desires for the future. McQueen
dressed women to be fierce and
strong because of his desire to
move the ideals of femininity outside of societal constraints that
expect females to be beautiful,
docile and pleasant. His works
seek to reconstruct definitions of
femininity and power. Such an aim
is what makes McQueen’s works
much more than clothing. This
aim makes his clothing art.
Art holds the responsibility not of expressing aesthetic
pleasure, but rather, expressing
a sentiment which progressively pushes past the societal and
political constraints of its time.
McQueen’s objective of destroying the politics of conventional
beauty inspires and reconstructs
our notions of what “beauty” is.
For McQueen, “It was about trying
to trap something that wasn’t conventionally beautiful to show that
beauty comes from within.” While
his masterpieces exude creativity and boast wonderful technical craftsmanship, it is not beauty
that makes his name legendary,
but his commitment to transcending the constraints of humanity
and using fashion as his medium
to do so.

Glorification of
white-on-white crime
Danny Davis

Operations Manager

________________________

Several weeks ago, a massive shootout between rival gangs
erupted in a restaurant in Waco,
Texas, which left nine people dead
and several dozen more injured.
Following the shootout, nearly 200 people from rival gangs
were arrested. The way that the
media covered the Waco shootout
is remarkably more sympathetic
to the perpetrators of the shootout than to the victims of gang
violence in Chicago, reflecting a
clear racial bias in the way media
reports gang violence.
The stories covering the
Waco shooting use “nicer” sounding language to describe biker
gangs that have a long history of
racism, violent territorial disputes
and drug trafficking. Coverage of
the Waco, Texas shootout shows
just how much more sympathetic
and permissive the mainstream
media is of white criminals.
The Washington Post’s article
on the shootout, titled “Richie
died, then Diesel, then Dog: An
eyewitness to the Waco biker
brawl,” highlights this example.
If the title itself does not raise
doubts about how seriously the
media took this event, then further quotes will show just how
whimsical and lighthearted The
Washington Post’s approach to the
shootout was.
In the article, the author
writes, “To the bikers themselves, their world makes perfect
sense. It has a code of honor. It
has hierarchy, discipline, thrills
and camaraderie—much like the
military, whose veterans birthed
the biker movement after World
War II and swelled its ranks after
Vietnam. Now, a new generation
of veterans, home from Iraq and
Afghanistan, is feeding the movement.” Here, the author makes out
the biker gangs as a high-minded,
fraternal order of men willing to
make the ultimate sacrifice for the
morals of—
Of what? We do not really
know, because while the article
touches on the crimes of the
gangs, it rests on the assumption
that the members of the three
gangs involved in the shootout are
still somehow fighting the good
fight. That these are not aggressive, overly-macho and often racist criminals.
The average reader is left
with a sense of intrigue and sympathy. The Washington Post’s
interviews with the gang members involved in the Waco shootout bring a human element to the
story. While the insight that the
perpetrators of crimes can bring
is sometimes valuable, it is unfair

when only white criminals get to
lend their voices to coverage of
the event.
Meanwhile, crimes committed in poor, predominantly
black neighborhoods in cities like
Chicago are covered in a remarkably less personable manner. For
example, an article written this
weekend in the Chicago Tribune
reflects just how unsympathetic
the media is to the narratives
behind gang violence in poor
black neighborhoods.
In an article titled “3 dead, 7
wounded in Chicago shootings,”
the author takes a very impersonal approach when discussing
the victims of the crime. Of the
three dead aforementioned, only
two are actually discussed, and a
name is given to just one of these
victims.
The article then spends three
paragraphs reporting on the tedium of the removal of the bodies
and how traffic in the city delayed
this process. Furthermore, the
article describes the grieving families as disruptive to the process
of clearing the crime scene and
making the jobs of the police officers handling the incident more
difficult. For those interested in
the exact language used in this
article, they can find it with a
quick Google search.
Granted, these are just two
out of hundreds of articles on the
topic of gang violence published
each year in major newspapers.
Sometimes, media outlets do discuss gang violence in poor black
neighborhoods in a more personal
manner. However, the disparities
in the way the media covers highprofile gang shootouts like the
Waco, Texas incident and the gang
violence in Chicago over Memorial
Day weekend reflect a clear racial
bias in the media’s coverage.
This is being discussed on a
broader level by academics, politicians and independent media
sources. Coverage of recent events
in Baltimore, New York City and
Ferguson, Miss. have made racial
bias perfectly clear to media consumers with a critical eye for context and bias.
How the media chooses to
report on gang violence is their
choice. It would be fascinating
if news outlets began taking the
personal narratives behind gang
violence in historically black and
Chicago neighborhoods more seriously. Bringing out a more personal side to these stories may generate greater support for programs
that help mitigate gang activity in
these neighborhoods, and would
make for better news. Either way,
racial bias in the media favoring
white gang violence only perpetuates stereotypes about gang activity that work against racial progress in the United States.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those
of the students, faculty and community members who
wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes
everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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I need an NCAAmbulance:
Medical care in the NCAA
Theodore Kortenhof

Staff Writer

________________________

Intercollegiate athletic competition is a great way to foster bonds between colleges and
students. However, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association’s
(NCAA) management of college
athletes is riddled with issues and
exploitation. The NCAA should do
a better job to support athletes in
the event of athletic injuries.
I am a varsity athlete at
Lawrence, and participate in
cross country and track, both of
which are regulated by the NCAA.
Because Lawrence participates
in intercollegiate athletics, a conversation about athletics and the
needs of athletes is relevant and
important to the school.
The NCAA is one of the largest regulatory bodies in college
athletics. Schools within the NCAA
are divided into three divisions:
one, two and three. Lawrence is
a division three school. The highest levels of competition occur in
division one.
Athletes are required to
maintain a status of amateurism
for NCAA eligibility. They cannot accept endorsements, prize
money or other compensation for
their athletic endeavors. However,
athletes are allowed to accept
compensation for travel and lodging for competitions, but nothing

more. The only exception to this
rule is in tennis, where athletes
are allowed to collect a maximum of $10,000 per year in prize
money.
Athletic scholarships are
another form of compensation
athletes are allowed to accept.
Scholarships can only be accepted
in divisions one and two. Because
Lawrence is a division three
school, the NCAA prohibits it from
granting athletic scholarships.
While scholarships are a
form of compensation, they do
not cover athletics-related medical expenses. At institutions
where athletic scholarships can
be granted, scholarship money
only pays for the costs of attending the school. Scholarship money
cannot be used to pay for medical
expenses related to participation
in athletics. As such, even athletes
on scholarship need a safety net to
help cope with injuries.
Athletic injuries are far from
uncommon, and are not adequately dealt with by the NCAA. The
NCAA provides monetary medical assistance to athletes through
its catastrophic injury program,
but this assistance is insufficient.
To qualify for assistance through
the NCAA, a $90,000 deductible
must be met by an injured athlete.
This means that before NCAA aid
money is granted, an injured athlete must pay $90,000 towards
treatment, after which the NCAA
will settle the remaining bill.
To ensure that athletes will

not need to meet the full $90,000
deductible out of pocket, the
NCAA requires athletes to have
personal medical insurance. This
insurance is expected to provide
for athletes in the event of injury.
It counts towards the aforementioned $90,000 deductible.
While insurance negates
some of the cost of sports-related
medical care, personal medical
insurance does not always provide
enough assistance for athletes.
Plans that satisfy the insurance
requirement can include expensive co-pays and deductibles. In
the event of injury, athletes can
still end up paying out of pocket
for treatments, even with insurance.
While athletes risk injuries,
the NCAA turns profits. The NCAA
makes money by selling advertising and broadcasting rights for
athletic events. According to the
NCAA’s website, it made $705 million in 2011 through television
and marketing fees, 81 percent
of its overall revenue for the year.
The majority of this money is
made off of division one competitions. As a division three competitor, Lawrence is not a massive
contributor towards the NCAA’s
earnings. However, the NCAA still
profits off of division two and
three athletes. As such, the NCAA
should be expected to provide
for the sports-related medical
expenses of all its athletes.
To protect collegiate athletes, a dialogue about medical

cian plucking a rabbit out of a hat.
Friend group moms are also
good at scheduling. You can count
on her to text you to make sure
you are up for your class, or provide you with a wake-up call on
the day of a big interview or class
presentation. Do not be late meeting her for lunch—you will be
reprimanded.
All kidding aside, the role of
the friend group mom is a pretty
taxing one. Being the mom can
cause conflict and rifts in your
friendships. The natural tendency
of the mom is to be protective,
and this can especially become an
issue when it comes to a romantic
relationships. Moms can be hypercritical of boyfriends, girlfriends
or other romantic interests.
It can be grating on a friendship when one friend is head over
heels for a new crush, and another
friend is less than enthusiastic.
After all, a friend group mom is
not a real mom, and you are still
peers at the end of the day.
I have found myself fulfilling
this role more over the past term.
I have realized it can be hard to
maintain the equality of friendships without making it seem like
you disapprove too much of your
friends’ choices or like you are
trying to control them.
While it can be hard to sit
on the sidelines while watching
my friends make questionable
choices, I have to remind myself
that sometimes, it takes mistakes
and experimentation for people
to learn about themselves. Where
I draw the line is at safety; as long
as my friends are safe, I give them

the freedom to do whatever they
feel like they need to do. However,
if a situation becomes dangerous,
there will be no holding me back
from interfering.
Just like being a real parent,
taking on the mom role in a friend
group can really take a toll on
your personal well-being. Being
the mom means being selfless
and willing to drop everything to
talk to or care for a friend. This
can lead to neglecting your own
mental health. In caring for others, I have become much more
conscious of the way that I care
for myself.
It is truly difficult to create a
healthy balance. On the one hand,
I am more helpful to others when
I am feeling secure in myself. On
the other hand, taking time for
personal care can often make me
feel guilty for not attending to others. This is something I have not
quite worked out yet.
All in all, taking on the role of
the mom has taught me a lot about
how to navigate friendship in college. It is a unique time in a person’s life where they are hanging
in the balance between childhood
and true adulthood, so friendships
operate differently than they do in
high school or after college. It has
also taught me quite a bit about
myself.
So, to the other group moms,
maybe it is time to give ourselves
a break. If you are not a friendmom yourself, but know someone
who is, give them a break. Step
into her shoes for a night—you
might just learn something.

Being the “mom” of your friend group
Aubrey Klein

Copy Editor

________________________

Friend groups—everyone
has them. Even if you consider
yourself to be friendly with, and
hang out with, lots of different
people, most people usually have
a core group of friends that they
spend the majority of their time
with. While friend groups are varied and unique, there is one role
that is nearly always fulfilled: the
“mom.”
If you are the mom of your
friend group, you know exactly
what I am talking about. If you
are not the mom of your friend
group, you know exactly who is.
The friend group mom has a few
key traits and responsibilities that
are instantly recognizable.
Arguably the biggest job of
the mom is to watch over and
take care of her friends when they
are drinking. The mom usually
has one drink or stays sober so
she can keep an eye on her tipsier friends. She dutifully follows
her friends around all night, toting their coats, phones and other
personal items. She encourages
them to take water breaks and
overall ensures they make smart
decisions.
Outside of the party scene,
in the daylight, the mom always
has Kleenex, hand sanitizer and
Band-Aids on hand. She usually
carries a stocked purse or bag,
able to pull almost anything you
might need out of it like a magi-

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Lawrence Community,

As many of you already know, a student who was determined
by our university to be guilty of rape is returning to campus Fall
Term 2015. This stirs up many thoughts and feelings for everyone;
we as a campus are all affected by his return. He has been deemed
“recovered” by the administration, because he met the counseling
requirement of the university’s policy.
I think we all have to ask ourselves if someone can become a
better person by being forced into counseling. Is a year enough time
to change 20 years of being the person who raped one of our own?
The university would rather try to fix the rapist with a year of suspension and obligatory “learning” instead of protecting the student
population.
This individual defended his innocence throughout the judicial
and university processes. Ultimately, he was suspended until the
survivor graduated, which will occur this spring. The big question
is, why put all Lawrence students in danger by letting him return?
Why does the university put students’ safety in jeopardy by granting second chances for people previously determined guilty by the
Lawrence system?
It seems that stress could be avoided for many people on this
campus if we instated a zero tolerance policy. We need to start realizing the severity of this crime, and respecting the victims and survivors involved by standing by them and turning rapists away from
our campus. I want all survivors at Lawrence to know that I believe
you and I stand by you.
It’s time for a change.
-- A member of Student Alliance Against Sexual Harrassment
and Assault (SAASHA)
[Endorsed by SAASHA]

care for athletes should be opened
between the athletes, colleges and
NCAA. The NCAA makes money
through a system that allows athletes to risk injury without a clear
financial plan should an injury
arise. This practice should come
to an end. The NCAA should be

pressured to do more to insure
that injured athletes receive the
care they require since it makes
money off its athletes. The least
it can do is spend money to keep
them in shape.

LUCC Update

Smoking on campus: Students are requested to be diligent and hold
others accountable for the use of designated smoking huts, and avail
services of J-Board to address violations of our no-smoking policy.
Bon Appetit Dishes: LUCC has adopted a resolution proposed by
Student Welfare committee to end the provision of taking dishes out
of the cafeteria due to rising costs of replacing dishes. The committee
will work to find a more sustainable alternative next year.
SAASHA: The student alliance against sexual harassment and assault
is now an official standing committee of LUCC. As a reminder,
houses/hosts organizing registered parties next year must complete
bystander intervention training prior to the party.
Student Observer on the Board of Trustees: Based on some student
interest in requesting a student to be placed on the Board of Trustees,
LUCC will be hosting a campus-wide online poll before the end of the
term. Please provide your opinions once the poll is opened.
The slate of class representatives and committe chairs for
2015-16 has been finalized.
Class of 2016: Amaan Khan,
Anna Kosmach, Genna Matt,
Manny Leyva / Cheyenne Van
Dyke (Fall only)
Class of 2017: Max Loebl /
Michael Deremo (Fall only),
Tatiyana Jenkins, Kyle Labak,
Suzanne Hones / Natalie Ortega
Wells (Fall only)
Class of 2018: Harrison Barber,
Jamil Fuller, Pragyan Sigdel,
Rebecca Tapia

Committee Chairs:
ACE – Elena Stabile & Jamie
Nikitas
CCSE – Sarah Bonoff
CODA – Jaime Gonzalez
ERC – Daniel Wear
Res. Life – Malcolm Lunn-Craft
SAASHA – Hannah Shryer
Student Welfare – Elana Lambert
Abedin Rafique
Public Relations Secretary
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Billy Liu

Staff Photographer

What is your opinion on Lawrence’s
housing selection process?

“For group housing, the group
with the best application should
get the house, rather than the
one that fills the minimum.”
–Tylor Gasper

“They could make the timeline
fit better, and be more flexible,
especially for summer housing.”
–Rachel Lindley

“It’s a little hectic, and everyone
on campus believes it could be
better, but it’s probably fair.”
–Michael Ruth

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
which appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s editorial board.
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reserve the right to edit for
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“There should be physical meetings for students studying abroad
to find people to split rooms with,
so they can later choose their
rooms with everyone else.”
–Erika Reodl

“The lottery system needs to
be changed, since people are
unsure about how the numbers
are allocated.”
–Christopher Gore-Gammon
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“It works fairly well, but for the
group housing, I’d like to see a
three-year contract.”
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Serial story

continued from page 3
With these two, it was the last
piece. I had them all now, all of the
fractured landing gear.
The street rat sighed and
tapped my arm. “Honestly, are you
going to sit there all frigging day?”
***
The room with the machinery
was long, narrow and dark. There
was a long and rusty-looking
metal lever along one side, sticking out of a mess of gears on the

wall. On the opposite wall, about
25 feet away, I saw the grouping of
hollows in the wall that I had been
told of my entire life— the place
for the pieces. It was the failsafe.
The way to the ground. Home.
I was suddenly glad that the
others were here. While I could
put the pieces in the correct way,
the others would have to pull the
lever at the right time.
My hands shook as I tried
to hold all the pieces. Fumbling,
always fumbling.
Behind me, the street rat
kicked the metal wall. “I wonder what the ground will be like.
Mom always said there were cats.

Not like the ones here, all fat off
pigeons. But that’s probably not
true. Dirt, though. Actual ground
stuff.”
The woman sighed. “My sister always talked about tigers. I
think that was some kind of flakey
cat, I think, or maybe a type of
frosted food. I can never remember.”
The pieces I had been struggling with clicked quietly together.
I turned to the two of them
and held it up.
“Tigers or not, we’re going
home.”
I continued to shake as I laid
each piece in its appropriate hol-

low and listened to the sound that
meant the gears inside had been
engaged. When everything was
set, I shouted to the killer to turn
the lever.
I could imagine the city.
Everything was shaking, clattering
and clamoring. I felt my stomach
lurch and my balance go away.
***
In the city, a shopkeeper with
a small bladder fell head first off
of his chamber pot. Street rats
scavenging for scraps in the gutters ran out of the way as whole
buildings cracked and peeled. A
botanist in her glass roost stopped

rooting in the fake soil and stared
up at the suddenly ascending
clouds. A butcher in a backroom of
the city looked at a dead detective
and smiled. Somewhere, members
of our glorious oligarchy clung to
the structures of their houses and
watched their power slip away.
I could imagine the ground.
A lake, filled in and forgotten. The
perfect shape for our forgotten
city in the clouds.
I hoped that my ancestors
had told the truth and that this
world would be better than our
last.

